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A NOTE ON THE COMPLEXITY OF H-COBORDISMS
HANNAH R. SCHWARTZ
Abstract. We show that the number of double points of smoothly immersed 2-spheres repre-
senting certain homology classes of an oriented, smooth, closed, simply-connected 4-manifold X
must increase with the complexity of corresponding h-cobordisms from X to X. As an application,
we give results restricting the minimal number of double points of immersed spheres in manifolds
homeomorphic to rational surfaces.
1. Introduction
It follows from work of Wall [32], [31], [30] that any two oriented, smooth, closed, simply-
connected 4-manifolds that are homotopy equivalent cobound a smooth (5-dimensional) h-cobordism.
By Freedman [8], such an h-cobordism is topologically a product and so these manifolds are in fact
homeomorphic. That h-cobordisms need not smoothly be products is due originally to Donald-
son [5], who gave the first examples of homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic smooth 4-manifolds,
motivating the extensive study of corks, plugs, and other phenomena relating the distinct smooth
structures on a given topological 4-manifold (see for instance [1], [4], [13], [21]).
In the 90’s, Morgan and Szabo´ [23] produced h-cobordisms between diffeomorphic 4-manifolds
that are not products, and in fact, have arbitrarily high complexity (see Definition 2.5). Given a
closed, simply-connected 4-manifold X (we work throughout in the smooth, oriented category), our
main result compares the complexity of h-cobordisms from X to X associated to a class σ ∈ H2(X)
to the minimum number of double points of any immersed sphere representing that class. We refer
to this minimum as the complexity cσ of the class σ (see Definition 2.6), and prove the following.
1.1. Theorem. Let σ ∈ H2(X) be a class of square ±1 or ±2. The complexity of the h-cobordism
from X to X corresponding to the reflection ρσ : QX → QX is strictly less than |4cσ/σ2 + σ2|.
Combining Theorem 1.1 with Morgan and Szabo´’s results on complexity gives a new method
of finding classes with arbitrarily high complexity in smooth manifolds homeomorphic but not
necessarily diffeomorphic to a rational surface CP 2 #nCP 2. This allows us to generalize known
results on the complexity of classes in manifolds diffeomorphic to CP 2 #nCP 2.
1.2. Corollary. Let Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . be a sequence of smooth 4-manifolds with Yn homeomorphic to
CP 2 #nCP 2, and let k ≥ −2. Then for each c ∈ N, infinitely many Yn have a characteristic class
of square k and complexity at least c.
Although this result is implied by Ruberman [25] when Yn = CP 2 #nCP
2
and k ≥ 0, our
corollary requires only a certain homeomorphism class. Furthermore, there are few other places in
the literature addressing classes of negative square with high complexity or minimum genus.
1.3. Corollary. Let Y be a smooth 4-manifold homeomorphic to a rational surface. For each c ∈ N,
there is a finite upper bound on the square of characteristic classes with complexity c.
Both corollaries supplement a large collection of related work, starting in the 80’s with Kuga
[15] and Suciu [28] who appealed to Donaldson’s results [5] to bound the complexity and minimal
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genus of classes in S2×S2 and CP 2. Later contributions discussing complexity and minimal genus
in rational surfaces and other connected sums pCP 2 # qCP 2 include [7], [9], [10], [11], [17], [19],
[25], and [27].
Acknowledgments. Thank you to Paul Melvin for always being willing to talk, and to Danny
Ruberman for his helpful comments.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a simply-connected, closed 4-manifold with a class σ ∈ H2(X) of square ±1 or ±2.
2.1. Definition. The reflection in σ is the isometry ρσ : QX → QX given by ρσ(ξ) = ξ∓2(ξ ·σ)σ
when σ2 = ±1 and ρσ(ξ) = ξ ∓ (ξ · σ)σ when σ2 = ±2. An h-cobordism W from X to X is said
to correspond to a reflection ρσ if the “lower” inclusion α : X ↪→ W and the “upper” inclusion
(which reverses orientation) β : X ↪→ W have induced maps on homology with β−1∗ ◦ α∗ = ρσ. By
Kreck [14], for each ρσ there is a unique such h-cobordism from X to X up to diffeomorphism rel
boundary.
Remark. If σ is represented by an embedded sphere Σ, then the associated reflection is induced
by an automorphism of X; therefore the corresponding h-cobordism is diffeomorphic to a product.
Such a diffeomorphism of X may be defined as follows. On a tubular neighborhood NΣ of Σ, reflect
in Σ and in each normal disk. After an isotopy, this extends by the identity on the complement of
NΣ since ∂NΣ is diffeomorphic to S
3 or L(2, 1), and by classical results, any orientation-preserving
automorphism of either 3-manifold is isotopic to the identity.
For a class σ not represented by an embedded sphere, the reflection ρσ need not be realized by
an automorphism of X; instead one must construct a more complicated h-cobordism from X to X
corresponding to ρσ.
2.2. Remark. The h-cobordism W corresponding to a reflection ρσ in a class σ can be constructed
explicitly as follows. Choose a disk D embedded in X. The boundary circle ∂D acquires a natural
normal framing from the framing of the normal disk bundle νD of D. Let Z be the 5-manifold
obtained from X × I by attaching a 2-handle along the copy of ∂D in X × {1} with this framing.
Thus Z is a cobordism from X to a 4-manifold X◦ diffeomorphic to X #S2×S2 (where the connected
sum is performed along the 4-ball N), with quadratic form QX◦ naturally identified with QX ⊕H.
Here H is the hyperbolic form generated by a and a∗ with a2 = (a∗)2 = 0 and a · a∗ = 1, where
a and a∗ are represented by the disk D − N∂D capped off with a parallel copy of the core of the
2-handle, and the belt sphere of the 2-handle, respectively.
Now form W by gluing Z to −Z along X◦ using an (orientation preserving) automorphism
φ : X◦ → X◦.inducing an isometry Φ : QX ⊕H → QX ⊕H such that
(1) Φ(a∗) · a∗ = ±1
(2) pi ◦ Φ restricts to ρσ on QX
where pi : QX ⊕H → QX denotes projection. Condition (1) ensures that the ascending sphere of
the 2-handle and attaching sphere of the 3-handle pair algebraically† (and so W is an h-cobordism),
while Condition (2) guarantees that W corresponds to ρσ.
To procure concrete maps φ : X◦ → X◦ satisfying Conditions (1) and (2) from Remark 2.2
above, it will be necessary to understand certain automorphisms introduced by Wall in [31].
† Or equivalently, H∗(W,X) = 0 for X ⊂ ∂W .
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2.3. Definition. Consider the spheres A = S2×pt and A∗ = pt×S2 in X◦, now considered literally
equal to X #S2×S2. Let Σ be a self-transverse, smoothly immersed 2-sphere in X◦ representing a
class σ ∈ H2(X◦). The following maps X◦ → X◦ will be critical to our arguments. Although we
index these maps by the homology class σ, up to isotopy the maps may depend on the choice of
the immersion Σ (and in some cases, an arc in X◦ − Σ).
(a) When σ2 = 2` is even and Σ is embedded in X◦ − (A ∪A∗) with algebraically ` double points,
the maps Eσ and E
∗
σ: We define Eσ explicitly, and define the diffeomorphism E
∗
σ analogously with
the roles of A and A∗ interchanged. First surger A∗, replacing its neighborhood by that of an
embedded circle γ ⊂ X. Then, γ is the boundary of one hemisphere D of the sphere A. Take
two copies of D, and tube their interiors to distinct points in Σ along disjointly embedded arcs in
X◦ − Σ. This gives an immersed annulus A : S1 × I # X which is the track of an isotopy of γ.
This extends to an ambient isotopy of X◦ that “sweeps” γ across Σ and then back to its original
position.
The end of the ambient isotopy gives an automorphism ψ of X fixing a tubular neighborhood Nγ
of γ setwise. In fact, carrying the framing of Nγ induced by the disk D along with this isotopy gives
a trivialization of the normal disk bundle of the immersion A. Since Σ has algebraically ` double
points, the restriction ψ Nγ is the bundle map corresponding to the trivial element of pi1(SO(2)).
Thus, ψ X◦−Nγ extends to an automorphism of X◦.
The disk D is dragged along with its boundary γ during the isotopy. In particular, to avoid
intersecting γ as it crosses a double point of the immersion A, the interior of D is forced to wrap
around the boundary of a 3-ball normal to γ as in Figure 1. Hence, the diffeomorphism Eσ induces
the isometry QX◦ → QX◦ sending
a 7→ a+ σ − `a∗, a∗ 7→ a∗, ξ 7→ ξ − (ξ · σ)a∗
for each ξ ∈ H2(X). The effect of Eσ on the intersection form of X◦ is analyzed by Wall in [31,
Corollary 2, Section 3] for immersed spheres with ` = 0 (such a sphere represents each class since
for any immersion, ` can be adjusted by adding kinks as depicted in Figure 2).
(b) The map R: On a tubular neighborhood of A∪A∗, define R as the reflection across the diagonal
of S2×S2. This map exchanges A and A∗, and restricts to a map on the boundary S3 that may be
isotoped by Cerf [3] to the identity and then extended across the rest of X◦ by the identity. The
induced automorphism of QX◦ sends
a 7→ a∗, a∗ 7→ a, ξ 7→ ξ
for each ξ ∈ H2(X).
(c) When σ2 = ±1 and Σ is embedded, the map Sσ: On a tubular neighborhood of Σ diffeomorphic
to a punctured copy of ±CP 2, define Sσ as complex conjugation; this restricts to a map on the
boundary S3 that may be isotoped by Cerf [3] to the identity and then extended across the rest
of X◦ by the identity. The induced automorphism of QX◦ is the reflection ρσ and so each class
ξ ∈ H2(X◦) is sent to ξ − 2(ξ · σ)σ.
2.4. Remark. The automorphism ψ of X from part (a) of the definition above can be assumed to
fix an interval’s worth of 3-ball fibers in Nγ . Hence, by surgering a slightly smaller neighborhood
to obtain X◦, it may be assumed that the map Eσ restricts to the identity on a neighborhood of
the sphere A∗.
It follows from Smale [26] that, like the h-cobordisms constructed above, any h-cobordism W
from X to X (and more generally, between any pair of closed, simply-connected 4-manifolds) can
be built as a handlebody from X × I using only handles of index 2 and 3. In other words, W may
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The 3D analogy:
γ
D
γ
A
A
Figure 1. Dragging the curve γ and the disk D across Σ using the isotopy defined
by A. The red circle denotes the sphere A∗, which bounds a 3-ball normal to γ.
be obtained by first constructing a cobordism from X to X #nS2 × S2 by attaching n 2-handles
along embedded curves in X × {1} ⊂ X × I, and then attaching n 3-handles along embedded
2-spheres in X #nS2×S2. There are then two sets of distinguished 2-spheres smoothly embedded
in X #nS2 × S2, namely the ascending spheres A1, . . . , An of the 2-handles, and the attaching
spheres B1, . . . , Bn of the 3-handles. Since W is an h-cobordism, these handles can be slid over
each other until Ai · Bj = δij (and perturbed if necessary so that each pair of spheres intersects
transversally).
2.5. Definition. Consider the sum
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
|Ai t Bj | − δij ,
i.e. the number of “excess” intersection points between the spheres which algebraically cancel. The
minimum value of this sum over all handlebody structures for W with only 2 and 3-handles is called
the complexity of the h-cobordism W , or of its corresponding isometry.
Observe that an h-cobordism has complexity zero if and only if it can be built from X × I
without adding any handles (and so is diffeomorphic to a product). However, the complexity may
be high even for h-cobordisms admitting handlebody structures with only a single 2 and 3-handle.
Whether there exist smooth, closed, simply-connected 4-manifolds for which every h-cobordism
between them requires more than one 2 and 3-handle is currently unknown [2]. The complexity of
h-cobordisms was initially studied by Morgan and Szabo´ in [23], where they use the Seiberg-Witten
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invariants of 4-manifolds with b+2 = 1 to produce h-cobordisms of arbitrarily high complexity. We
relate their observations to the study of the complexity of surfaces.
2.6. Definition. Given a self-transverse, smoothly immersed sphere Σ in a 4-manifold X, define
the complexity of Σ as the total number of double points (geometrically) of the immersion. The
complexity cσ of a class σ ∈ H2(X) is the minimum complexity taken over all smoothly immersed
spheres representing that class (this is well-defined, by the Hurewicz theorem).
3. Results
Consider the spheres A and A∗ representing classes a, a∗ ∈ H2(X◦) as in the previous section.
Proof of Theorem 1.1: Let Σ ⊂ X be a self-transverse, smoothly immersed sphere representing the
class σ. Assume that the immersion Σ has complexity cσ and is disjoint from the disk D ⊂ X, so
that it may also be thought of in X◦. We argue the cases separately.
The class σ has square ±2: First, add “kinks” as in Figure 2 to the immersion Σ if necessary so
that there are algebraically ±1 double points, where the sign of the double point matches the sign
of σ2 (note that at most cσ + 1 kinks are needed). Recall that the reflection ρσ corresponds to the
h-cobordism W constructed as in Remark 2.2 with φ = EσE
∗
σEσ when σ
2 = 2, and φ = EσE
∗−σEσ
when σ2 = −2, where Eσ : X◦ → X◦ is the diffeomorphism from Definition 2.3. To check in each
case that φ satisfies Conditions (1) and (2) from Remark 2.2, note that the induced map on H2(X
◦)
sends a∗ 7→ ∓a since Eσ induces a map sending a to the class a+σ∓a∗. Furthermore, after setting
a, a∗ = 0, the induced maps on homology send ξ 7→ ξ ∓ (ξ · σ)σ for each ξ ∈ H2(X), giving ρσ.
Add a kink
Figure 2. Creating a kink in an immersion adds a single double point, which can
be made to have either sign.
To bound the complexity of W , we wish to know how many times φ(A∗) (the ascending sphere
of the 2-handle) intersects A∗ (the attaching sphere of the 3-handle) in X◦.
(1) By Remark 2.4, the map Eσ fixes A∗.
(2) The map E∗±σ sends A∗ to an embedded sphere A∗1 gotten by first taking the connected
sum† of A∗ with ±Σ, and then using the Norman trick [24] to “tube” the double points of
this sphere to parallel copies of A as in Figure 3. The sphere A∗1 intersects A∗ in ∓1 point
algebraically.
(3) Again, by Remark 2.4, we may assume that Eσ restricts to the identity on a neighborhood
of A∗. Thus, the map Eσ sends A∗1 to an embedded sphere A∗2 intersecting A∗ in the same
number of points as A∗1.
Recall from Definition 2.5 that the complexity of the h-cobordism is determined by the number
of “excess” double points between A∗ and A∗2. Geometrically, these spheres intersect once in the
† As in Definition 2.3, a connected sum is performed along some embedded arc in the complement of A∗ ∪ σ,
different choices of which may result in distinct spheres.
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Σ
AA∗ A∗1
Step (2)
Figure 3. A schematic of Step (2) in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
original intersection point between A and A∗, and once for each double point of the immersion Σ
tubed to a parallel copy of A to create A∗1 in Step (2). But Σ was assumed to have at most 2cσ + 1
double points (after possibly adding extra kinks). So, the complexity of the reflection ρσ is less
than or equal to 2cσ + 1, completing the proof of this case.
The class σ has square ±1: Add at most cσ kinks, as in Figure 2, to the immersion Σ until there
are algebraically zero, but geometrically n ≤ 2cσ, double points. Then the class λ = σ+a∗ ∈ H2(X◦)
also has square ±1, and has an embedded spherical representative Λ gotten by using the Norman
trick [24] to tube the n double points of a connected sum A∗# Σ over the sphere A. The spheres
Λ and A∗ intersect in n points, whereas Λ and A intersect geometrically once.
The reflection ρσ corresponds to the h-cobordism W constructed as in Remark 2.2 with φ = RSλ
(see Definition 2.3). To check that Condition (1) from Remark 2.2 is satisfied, note that the induced
map on H2(X
◦) sends a∗ 7→ a. Furthermore, after setting a, a∗ = 0, the induced map sends each
ξ ∈ H2(X) to its reflection ξ ∓ 2(ξ · σ)σ in the class σ. So Condition (2) is also satisfied. As in
the previous case, to bound the complexity of W we examine how many times the sphere φ(A∗)
intersects A∗ in X◦.
Let NΛ denote a tubular neighborhood of Λ, diffeomorphic to a punctured copy of ±CP 2, and
let C ⊂ NΛ be a collar of ∂NΛ, diffeomorphic to S3 × I. Recall from Definition 2.3 that the
diffeomorphism Sλ restricts to
(1) complex conjugation on NΛ − C,
(2) an isotopy Sλ,t on C from complex conjugation Sλ,0 (restricted to ∂NΛ) to the identity Sλ,1,
and
(3) the identity on X◦ −NΛ.
Perturbing the spheres A and A∗ if necessary so that they intersect Λ transversally, NΛ can be
made small enough so that A intersects NΛ in a single fiber D, whereas A∗ intersects NΛ in disk
fibers D∗1, . . . , D∗n. Furthermore, we may assume that Sλ(D) is disjoint from each D∗i ∩ (NΛ − C),
whereas we argue that Sλ(D) is forced to intersect each D
∗
i ∩ C twice geometrically.
Let δ∗i × I, δ × I ⊂ C be the collars of the boundaries of the disks D∗i and D induced by the
product structure of C, for i = 1, . . . , n. The circles δ∗i , δ ⊂ S3 are then fibers of the Hopf fibration
on ∂NΛ ∼= S3, and so each union δ∗i unionsq δ is a Hopf link with linking number ±1 (the sign depends
on the square of σ). Since Sλ,0 sends δ to its antipodal circle fiber with the orientation reversed,
6
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δ∗i unionsq Sλ,0(δ) is also a Hopf link in S3, but of opposite sign. It follows that the image of δ × I in C
must intersect each annulus δ∗i × I at least twice algebraically (and hence geometrically).
In fact, the isotopy Sλ,t can be chosen as follows so that the image of δ×I intersects each annulus
δ∗i × I exactly twice. First, note that the curve Sλ,0(δ) may be isotoped to δ in ∂NΛ so that the
circle during the isotopy crosses each δ∗i exactly twice. This extends to an ambient isotopy Sλ,t
from Sλ,0 to an automorphism G of NΛ that restricts to the identity on a tubular neighborhood of
δ. Using an innermost disk argument and the well known fact that Diff+(B
3, ∂) is connected (see
[12] for instance), the map G may be isotoped fixing δ to the identity Sλ,1 on ∂NΛ. Composing
these two isotopies gives the desired one Sλ,t.
Reverse crossings
(this introduces intersection points)
Flip Final isotopy
δ
δ∗i
Sλ(δ)
Figure 4. An isotopy in ∂NΛ from Sλ,0(δ) to the curve δ, whose image (the solid
green circle) crosses δ∗i (the red line) twice.
The map R swaps the spheres A∗ and A, so the spheres φ(A∗) and Sλ(A) must intersect A∗ in
the same number of points. By the argument above, each of the n ≤ 2cσ points in A∗∩Λ gives rise
to a pair of points in Sλ(A) ∩ A∗. Therefore, the complexity of ρσ is bounded above by 4cσ. 
Applying Theorem 1.1 of [23] in conjunction with Theorem 1.1 above produces some immediate
results about immersed spheres in manifolds homeomorphic to rational surfaces. For the following
arguments, set Xn = CP 2 #nCP
2
for each n ∈ N. Let h ∈ H2(Xn) denote the class represented
by CP 1 ⊂ CP 2 and ei ∈ H2(Xn) denote the class represented by the ith copy of CP 1 ⊂ CP 2. For
brevity of notation, when Y is homeomorphic to Xn we choose an isometry QY → QXn and refer
to elements in H2(Y ) by their images in H2(Xn).
Proof of Corollary 1.2. For m ≥ 0 and n = (2m + 1)2 + 1, the class yn = (2m + 1)h −
∑n
i=1 ei is
a characteristic class of square k = −1 in H2(Yn). We follow Morgan and Szabo´’s argument for
Theorem 1.1 of [23] to show that the complexity cn of the isometry ρn : QYn → QYn reflecting in
yn can be arbitrarily large.
Since yn is characteristic of negative square, there is a well-defined Seiberg-Witten invariant
SWYn,C+(yn) and SWYn,C−(yn) for each chamber C
± ⊂ {y ∈ H2(Yn;R) | y2 = 1} corresponding to
yn (the same chambers correspond to −yn). By the wall-crossing formula,†
SWYn,C+(yn)± 1 = SWYn,C−(yn) = ±SWYn,C−(−yn).
† For more exposition on the Seiberg-Witten invariant, see [6], [20], [22] for instance.
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Thus SWYn,C+(yn) 6= SWYn,ρn(C+)(ρn(yn)), since the reflection ρn sends yn 7→ −yn and swaps the
chambers C+ and C−.
It then follows from [23] that
g(cn) >
1
4
(
y2n − 2χ(Yn)− 3σ(Yn)
)
= n− 10
where g : Z+ → Z+ is the function given by [23, Theorem 1.2]. Since n − 10 increases, the
complexities cn must take on infinitely many values, and are thus unbounded. So by Theorem 1.1,
the complexity of the classes yn must grow arbitrarily large as well. A similar argument works for
square k = −2, setting n = (2m+ 1)2 + 2.
Since the Seiberg-Witten invariant of classes with non-negative square have no chamber structure,
when k ≥ 0 we must modify our argument. Let n = (2m+ 1)2 − k for m sufficiently large so that
n > 0. Then, the classes zn = (2m + 1)h −
∑n
i=1 ei in H2(Yn) are characteristic of square k.
Note that immersed spheres representing the classes yn+k+1 from above can be found by connected
summing ones for zn with k+1 extra copies of CP
1 ⊂ CP 2. Hence, the class yn+k+1 has complexity
no greater than zn. As the previous argument shows that the complexities of the yn are unbounded,
the same is true for the complexities of the zn. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Suppose Y is homeomorphic to Xn, and take any sequence ym ∈ H2(Y ) of
characteristic classes with strictly increasing square. To prove the corollary, it suffices to show that
there at most finitely many terms in the sequence ym of any given complexity. For `m = y
2
m + 1,
consider the class
y′m = ym +
n+`m∑
i=n+1
ei
in H2(Y # `mCP
2
). Each y′m has square −1 and is characteristic.
Since the sequence `m increases, the argument in the proof of Corollary 1.2 shows that the
complexity of the classes y′m must also grow arbitrarily large. This forces the complexity of the
classes ym to increase as well, since immersed spheres representing the y
′
m can be found by connected
summing ones for ym with disjoint copies of CP
1 ⊂ CP 2 representing ei for n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ `m. 
Remark. Many related (and overlapping) families of homology classes of rational surfaces have
been shown to have arbitrarily high complexity; Lawson’s survey [17] provides a detailed summary.
Most results in fact give lower bounds for the minimum number of positive double points (see
Fintushel and Stern [7, Theorem 1.2]) or minimal genus (such as [10], [18], [25]).
As mentioned in the introduction, Corollary 1.2 is implied by Ruberman [25] when Yn = Xn and
k ≥ 0. Corollary 1.3 is also implied when Yn = Xn and n ≤ 9 by a result due to Strle [27] that
there are at most finitely many reduced‡ homology classes of any given minimal genus (and hence
complexity) in a manifold Y homeomorphic to a rational surface with n ≤ 9 [27, Proposition 14.2].
Question. The minimal genus of a class is bounded above by twice the complexity. However, can
the difference between the complexity and the minimal genus of a class be arbitrarily large?
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